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EmoCaptcha is a collection of 
speculative web applications using 
affect recognition technology with 
escalating consequences to reflect on 
enigmatic black box systems and their 
capacity for misuse and discrimination. 
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face-api.js README

https://github.com/justadudewhohacks/face-api.js#face-expression-recognition-model


A face-scanning algorithm increasingly decides whether you deserve the job - The Washington Post

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/10/22/ai-hiring-face-scanning-algorithm-increasingly-decides-whether-you-deserve-job/


TSA SPOT Program is Scientifically Bogus - Business Insider

https://www.businessinsider.com/tsa-spot-program-is-scientifically-bogus-2015-5?r=UK


Machine Bias - ProPublica

https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing




Smile Please STEELING UR FEELINGS

https://www.winnieyoe.com/smileplease
https://stealingurfeelin.gs/


Google ReCaptcha

https://www.google.com/recaptcha/api2/demo


EmoCaptcha [v1]
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“I think it could be useful in harmless 
scenarios.”
- Dad



EmoCaptcha Google Chrome Extension [v2]



Zoom EmoCaptcha [v3]
Zoom
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Government EmoCaptcha [v4]IRS Get My Payment



Calibration Emotional Adjustment Verification
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Verification



“It was accurate at the 
extreme - when I 
smiled extensively it 
understood happy but 
most human emotions 
are far more nuanced.”



“It's very clear that 

a) humans are mediocre at 
best in reading other 
emotions/facial features and 

b) computers, to the extent 
they can be trained well, are 
only as good as the training 
data available.”
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“I think it may be worse on 
some other people depending 
on age, ethnicity, physical 
facial features, skin tones…” 

“…it thinks I’m angry 
sometimes.”
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“Not sure emotional detecting system reliable and not 
prone to manipulation. Btw, I got [a] $1120 stimulus check.”
- Dad



“My credit score rating definitely feels like 
an enigmatic black box.”



Field guide

Sharing



How Web Surfing Affects the Online Ads You See, My Online Privacy for Seniors

http://ptgmedia.pearsoncmg.com/imprint_downloads/informit/bookreg/9780135381212/bonus-chapter-1.pdf
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zoom.emocaptcha.us gov.emocaptcha.us

http://zoom.emocaptcha.us
http://gov.emocaptcha.us


Thank You
EmoCaptcha: Opening the Black Box of Emotions 
www.emocaptcha.us
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